Display Home Spotlight

Design savvy Australian classic

There are standard houses and there are exceptional homes; there are profit-driven developers and there are proud builders — Englehart Homes is the latter. This 30-year old, family-owned company is in the business of creating homes built to last forever.

As soon as you walk into an Englehart Home you are aware that the process is beyond “building by numbers”. Everything evokes permanence and great integrity is invested in the details. Englehart has created The Saville specifically with the Australian climate, lifestyle and landscape in mind.

Influenced by the architecture and vernacular philosophy of Frank Lloyd Wright, The Saville is customised to our way of life; blurring the lines between interior and exterior space; formality and casual living. It responds directly to our climate, the way we like to live and entertain.

The design is classic, contemporary and luxurious; combining sweeping horizontal lines, wide sheltering eaves, an expansive entertaining loggia, and statement blade walls to great dramatic and practical effect. Inside, a spacious environment with adjoining loggia, incorporates stunning design detail.

A large part of this home's appeal is the seamless integration of indoor and outdoor spaces, lofty three-metre ceilings, clever zoning of formal and casual areas. The front half of The Saville offers an impressive lobby, square-pillared study, formal living area with vaulted ceiling, powder-room, hotel-suite proportioned master bedroom, resort-style ensuite and double dressing rooms.

The second half of the house is an ‘exciting reveal’ from a concealed sliding door. An expansive kitchen, dining and living area is effectively doubled in size by an adjoining loggia. A continuation of the roof and dramatic overhanging eaves, make this ‘outdoor room’ a visual and practical extension of the main house. Accessed from bi-fold doors and a kitchen bistro window, it maximises space and is an irresistible place to eat, socialise and relax.

Without doubt The Saville is set to create a new precedent in luxurious, classic Australian design — a homesite of the future. With a number of design options along with Englehart Homes design flexibility, The Saville can be tailored to suit your needs. www.engleharthomes.com.au

We’ll create the home you’ve always wanted

Every prestigious Englehart home is a creation of fine design, consummate workmanship and only the best materials. Step inside an Englehart home and experience the luxury and style that cannot be categorised and one that is aimed squarely at those who know award winning quality and innovation at a glance.

Display Centres – Open 1-5pm Saturday to Wednesday.
the SAVILLE Mel Ref: 46 A4 25 Belmore Rd BALWYN NORTH
the CITY HOUSE Mel Ref: 44 KS Cnr Belmore Rd & Winfield Rd BALWYN NTH
the ENTERTAINER Mel Ref: 45 F2 174 Kilby Rd, KEW EAST
Last chance to inspect 31/10, 1/11, 7/11, 8/11.
LUXURY HOMES For Sale
Hawthorn East, Balwyn North, Mont Albert, Beaumaris and Springthorpe.